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2.

INTERNAL HETEROGENEOUS DATABASE AND DECISION MAKING

In any data collection strategy used, the specific downloaded databases are to be incorporated in
an internal database. To do that, many manipulations of the databases need to be done. Those
' manipulations are physical (subfield's correspondence) and intellectual (unify the indexing
lariguage), and are only possible with similar subject databases (for example several patent
databases). If no standardization of the indexing language is practiced, the common structure is
kept, which generally only includes the minimum description of the article. This leads many
manufactures or users to build an internal thesaurus. This practice is very expensive and time
consuming.
Unfortunately, information for strategic decision making very often requires a mufti-database
investigation, moreover with highly heterogeneous databases. An example of this would be the
link between a technological-technical patent database and thematic technical databases through
thematic description. This kind of link is usehl for building relations between industrial property
and technical information. Another example is the link between bibliographic databases with
corporate affiliation through thematic description of the articles and of the corporate activity. In
that case, unique internal databases are diicult to build because of the differences in indexing
(Ref2) and even in the database's structure (for example corporate aEliations and scientific
literature). Many works exist about building wide thesauri to build such unique database. Our
process opens up a strictly relational way.
3.

BIBLIOGRAPHIC CODIFICATION DATABASES

There are now some wild word databases which have existed for a long time. Some of them use
classifications andlor thesauri which are of very good quality in their own area and are well
implemented.
3.1

International Patent Classification ( P C )

For example International Patent Classification (Ref3) has existed since 1968. This clas&cation
of technological patentable activities is interesting because it exists in two official languages
@nglish and French) but is available on a CD-ROM in three other languages (German, Spanish,
Hungarian). Legislation obliges 75 leading patent offices in the world, which practice indexing, to
mention it in patents. This leads any patent database to include an P C field. The Permanent
Committee for Patent Information (PCPI) performs the revision of patent classification with a
periodicity of five years. This revision period is sufficient to warranty an evolution according to
technological development (Ref.3. Since 1989 the fifth version of P C is available. Table one
describes complete hierarchical classification numbers. At the most detailed level, more than
sixty-four thousand classification codes describe all of the patentable technology.

Table 1. Hierarchical International Patent Classification

We have already used this classification to provide an interface between experts of a studied area
(Ref5) and to built up databases' queries (Ref6). Due to dficulties in consulting such
classification in a hierarchical form, World Intellectual Property Organisation (OMPI) supplies on
the PC:CLASS CD-ROM ( ~ e f a. ~nearly
) keyword entry for classification. These keywords are
extracted from the Official Catchwords Index and Figure 1 shows how they introduce direct
access to classification codes.

Figure 1. A direct access to classification codes
Catchword enby
Skhage par ABSORBANTS

F 2 6 B 5/16

IPC fulltext
F26 SECHAGE
F 26 B SECHAGE DE MATERIAUX SOLIDES OU D'OBJETS PAR ELIMINATION DU L1QUI.DE QUI
Y
EST CONTENU ...
5/16 . par contact avec des corps absorbantson adsorbants, p. ex. avec un moule absorbant;par melange
avec des materiaux absorbants ou adsorbants

These keywords simplify the classification process for examiners and additional keywords
assigned to groups provide a usem (Ref.') and p o w h l search tool for codes or subjects search.
Figure 2 illustrates how sii entries allow to catch a classification code (Ref

4.

IPC:CLASS CD-ROM contains the Enghsh, French and Spanish Official Catchwords Indexes
and the bilingual German/English "Stich- und SchlagwCirter Verzeichnis". Available since the 4th
version of the P C - 1984, they are not built by the same organism and so they provide dserent
points of view (Ref1') of the representation of the classification through catchwords. In this
article, we use French catchwords (about 20,000 entries) because we are looking for a
correspondence with another French database classification. First, we ventjr that catchwords are
well connected with 1PC:CLASS. The result of this study is abstracted in table two. We also built
a hypertext that links (I-lrelation) the catchword and the official delinition of the P C Illtext.

Figure 2. Directory of Alphabet Order Patent Descriptors and Index Terms
Stich- und Schlagw6rter Veneichnis - ENG IPC5
belt
mattress belt
hand-strap
mattress hand-strap
A47C
handle
mattress handle
A47C
mattress belt
A47C
mattress hand-strap
A 47 C
mattress handle

Stich W (German Patent Ojice)
A47 C 31/08
31/08
31/08
31/08
31/08
A 4 7 C 31/08

ENG IPC5filltext A 47 C
31/00 Miscellaneous features in connection with chairs, beds, or the like, e.g. upholstery fasteners, mattress
protectors, stretching devices for mattress nets
31/08 . Mattress hand-stra~s

Then we treat those catchwords to get a database with only keywords and patent classifications.
Figures 3a and 3b provide an example of catchwords before and after treatment.

Figure 3a. Example of catchwords before treatment
VEHICULE
(lo) VEHICULEs en gknkral
Caradristiques, aspects ou amknagements wmmuns il plusieurs genres de VEHICULEs ou propres il
certains VEHICULEs terrestres
B 60
(a) Dktails de structure, amknagementsdivers, accessoires
B 60 R 21/00
amortisseurs de chocs et ceinture de skurite pour passagers (Dispositifs)
A 62 B 35/00
B 60 R 25/00
anti-vol (Equipement)

Figure 3b. Example of catchwords after treatment
AN CATCHWORD_V.5-19287
EP VEHICULES
ES
ET DETAlLS STRUCTURES AMENAGEMENT DIVERS ACCESSOIRES
EQ AMORTISSEURS CHOCS CEINTURES SECURITESPASSAGERS DISPOSITIFS
IC B 60 R 21/00 ;A 62 B 35/00
SO VEHICULE N (lo) VEHICULEs en gknkral N (a) D M s de structure, amknagements divers, accessoires /I
amortisseurs de chocs et ceinture de s M t k pour passagers (Dispositifs)
(EP=main entry, ES= secondary entry, ...)
....

3.2

CETIM Thesaurus

The French Centre d'Etude Technique des Industries Mecaniques (CETJM) produces a database
which is available on the ESA server. For this database indexing, CETIM use an internal
thesaurus ("). With this thesaurus they describe the CETIM subscriber's activity, as well as the
CETIM activity or the abstracted articles in the database (Ref 12). There are three thousand two
hundred entries in this thesaurus. This thesaurus describes technical activities, but the databases
do not include patents. For strategic reasons, l i d s with patents may be interesting. Direct l i i s
between those two indexing systems are not relevant because some individual words may match
but not the multi-term entries of the thesaurus. Before a matching test, vocabulary homogeneity
is performed with 1PC:CLASS.Figure 4 shows some examples of single and multi-term keyword
matches between two classification databases. In this first study, we only consider the terms and
multi-terms as isolated graphical forms without their semantic meaning (Ref.13).
Figure 4. Multi-terms matching between CETlM Thesaurus and IPC:CLASS.

11
AN CETIM-5
EP ABRASIONS RESISTANCES
SA BT-ABRASION RT-ABRASION (ESSAIS)
RT-ALLIAGES RESISTANTS A LUSLJRJ?
RT-CARBURES (REVETEMENTS PAR)
RT-USLJRJ? (RESISTANCE A L')
SO ABRASION (RESISTANCE A L')

4.

,

AN CATCHWORD_V.5-29
EPABRASIONS
SAABRASIF(IVE)
ES ACIERS ALLIES DOTES RESISTANCES
SPECIALES
IC C 22 C 38/00
SO ABRASION // Acier allie dote d'une resistance A
I'ABRASION sgciale
AN CATCHWORD-V.5-35
EP ABRASIONS
SA ABRASIF(1VE)
ES DETERMINATIONSRESISTANCES
IC G 01 N 3/56
SO ABRASION // Determination de la kistance A
I'ABRASION

MATRIX CONSTRUCTION AND CLUSTERTNG STRATEGY

Finding correspondencewith a database system seems diicult. First, if a query system is needed,
because of the number of queries one would need to produce. Relational database should be as
difficult because of the nonunique correspondence between keywords. This is the reason we use a
clustering technique that will allow nonexclusive links. We then automatically construct a binary
matrix containing as columns all of the common vocabulary of the CETIM Thesaurus and
1PC:CLASS. Both classifications' entries, which have common words, correspond to rows. This
absence (0)lpresence (1) of words within classifications must be clustered. The clustering
technique here must classify both rows (classification entries) and columns (terms). This is why we
use a block seriation technique. First developed in IBM CEMAP (I4), the algorithm is now
implemented in our laboratory (I5). This clustering technique, unemployed in IR field which use
numerous automatic classification, itself determines the number of clusters. The only parameter is
a required density of clusters which induces a number of clusters. High density clusters provide

numerous small groups, and low density clusters induce fewer larger groups. Relations will be
dierent too. With small groups, the relation between classifications within the group will be
strong with many common words. Figure 5 provides an example of block seriation with such a
matrix. It is possible to notice that the correspondence between classification entries is built with
nonunique matching and with global optimization criteria.
5.

HYPERTEXT BUILDING ACCORDING TO CLUSTER ANALYSIS

If the result of the cluster analysis is presented with @Microsoft Excel the legibility of group
constitution is poor. This is the reason we use a hypertext representation of the clustered
classifications. Adding some specific fields, it is possible to give some navigational rules in a
hypertext according to the statistical criteria of words' cooccurrences in various classification
entries. We use a standard hypertext which allows a great portability of the product. The aim of
this hypertext is now to provide some tracks of correspondence to the experts of the studied area.
Such matching techniques cannot provide infallible links but are relevant to submit a variety of
high probability links within several thousands of possible links. The @Microsoft Winhelp
provides some powerfid tools for expert validation (cut and paste with external applications,
printing, history, personal notes and bookmarkers). Figure 6 provides a view of a hypertext entry.

Figure 6. Hypertext presentation

I SUB-CLASS I
Suspensimr aarhues car&rbec paa la difpocjtion,
l'cmplaccmcnt ou lc type dc combinaison dc m ~ a t ct
r
d'amoldsseurs de draiions, p. ex 6 type r6lermpique
(c~mbinaisomde resrods ct d'mrtirseurs dc vhatims, en sm
F 16 F] [5]

I I CLASS (

I

B60
B 60 VEHICULES EN GENERAL
--- "u;b;culc"c a u m bus ks rC.h;&s

il'cxecptiondc crux qui
ront shicrement hit6r ir un sen1 des tgper ci-apris: dhicules
swrails, -s,
Aomcfs, v&iculcs sp&am, c h d d s b m+
cycler, v6hicules b bsctim &ale ou traheaux, qui rmt
couvem oar les sow-classes mmoruikes de B 61 h B 64.

6.

LINKS BETWEEN DOWNLOADED DATA

This hypertext system may be the center of a relational system between databases. It is possible to
value each statistical l
i
d and after this stage build a correspondence table which will allow an
automatic reindexing. It is possible also to keep this system of hypertext like a margin between
two databases. For instance when working with a CETIM downloaded database, it is possible,
after some treatment (i.e., block seriation of the authors) to link (in this stage 1-1 relation) with
the previous hypertext. The end user of the system may have a look over two mixed hypertext
system. One with the clusters of authors, the other with connection to IPC:CLASS to validate
some l i d s with technological patentable activities. Figure 7 represents the complete scheme of the
treatment, dotted line limits our field application in this present work;

7.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

There are other big classifications' databases available which could provide interesting links for
decision making. For instance, we can use all classfications about corporate activity like CITI for
UNO, NACE for EEC, NAF for France which depend upon one another. Those classifications
linked with IPC:CLASS could provide a link with patents even for companies that have no patent
activity. The same relation could be provided through the corporate products classfications like
CPC fiom UNO, CPA fiom EEC, CPF fiom France. Other classification databases are available in
large bibliographic databases such as INSPEC, CAS, PASCAL. Similar analysis performed with
such databases could allow l i d s between fundamental works and applied technological works.
This type of link is usehl as well for corporations that need some scientific help as well as for
scientists who look for corporate applications. The main work in such a project is to build the
central relations between different classifications. A connection with bibliometric analysis of
downloaded peripheral databases is easier to build.

Figure 7. Complete treatment

CONCLUSION
Access to and downloading of bibliographic databases are getting easier every day. Bibliometric
mapping of sets of answers is now a classic technique which is used in corporations. There are
new possible applications for bibliometric analysis. The one we present here can be a new
development. Bibliographic databases are now extensive to allow some interfacing techniques
between these databases. This application will also be usehl for other fields of bibliometric
analysis: Competitive Intelligence and decision making.
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